TOPIC: Get-to-bed texts make for daycare dreams

Summary: Parents are getting texts on Sunday nights reminding them to put their children to bed early so they wake up in time for pre-school.

A new initiative to ensure South Auckland children attend early childhood education features the personalised bedtime reminder texts, health advice and lists of activities their children can take part in over the holidays.

Trials have proved so successful there are plans to extend it throughout the country.

Explore this topic here:

TOPIC: Parent to Parent: Growing Great Readers

Summary: The Child Development Center partnered with the Colorado Military Child Education Coalition to provide a unique class called Parent to Parent: Growing Great Readers, Dec. 13, 2017 at Schriever Air Force Base, Colo.

The team discussed the building blocks of reading and techniques parents can take home to help their child enhance reading comprehension.

To learn more read here:

TOPIC: Love the Moment Poster Printable

Summary: In our modern lifestyle, it’s tempting to put family life into a box for the weekend or Friday night. I’m a huge fan of planning family time — for sure — but it’s easy to weave moments of connection into the everyday, and as I look back, it’s the little things that forms deep relationships over time. Not always measurable, the accumulation of small moments create an undercurrent that acts like family glue. BE a Fun Mum Author provides here a free printable resource that is happy and bright and easy to use and most suitable for the classroom.
Take a look at the link here:

https://www.beafunmum.com/2015/02/love-the-moment-poster-printable/